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UMO graduate and acclaimed master of horror Stephen King appeared at
the University Bookstore Thursday to autograph his books. (Gray photo).
The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875
s
Thursday, May 5, 1983
Program offers help to
functional illiterates
By Tim Rice
Staff Writer
A recent survey By tire- rtriitid Press International concluded that as mu
as 20 percent of Maine's citizens may be "functionally illiterate." When -
you hear that term, the first thing that comes to your mind probably isn't a'
university atmosphere.
But many of UMO's hourly workers are among the more than 84,000
Maine people classified as functionally illiterate (a term loosely defined by
educators as not being able to read or write well enough to "survive in
society"). And some of them are taking advantage of a program the
university is offering called Adult Basic Education.
The program is part of the town of Orono's Adult Education division,
and has been contracted to UMO since last July. Funding comes mainly
from the federal and local governments.
"There's a certain amount of pressure in sweeping floors and working
around intellectuals," said Don Moore, Orono's director of Adult
Education.
"Many times a supervisor on campus will want to promote someone with
technical skills that doesn't have the required level of education," Moore
said. (See EDUCATION page 2)
Plant vandalism a growing problem
By Rich Miller
Staff Writer
The destruction of a rhododendron
shrub and numerous flowers last night
in the flower bed at the southeast
corner of Fogler Library is part of an
increasing problem at UMO.
Orman Fowler, grounds supervisor
at UMO, said the campus has always
had a minor problem with plant
vandalism, but never to the extent of
this year's activity.
"We've lost More than 100 flowers
already this spring, most of them from
the flower beds around the library and
the union," Fowler said. "People take
them as fast as they come up."
Fowler said --a bed of tulips was
recently dug up next to Lord'Hall and
transplanted outside a dormitory.
"Those flowers weren't there
before, and they're the same size and
bloom of the ones that used to be
Interior Watt told a Senate committee
his depadment would cut the units'
funding.
Since tht\n, researchers, students,
and conservation agency bureaucrats
have lobbied hard for restoration of
the funding. House and Senate
appropriations committees have in-
dicated that it will be restored
UMO President Paul • Silverman
spoke last week with U.S. Senator
William Cohen about the funding.
"Cohen received assurances fro:Sm
Senator James' McClure from Idaho,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, that both the funding and
the (staff) posistions will be restored."
Research units saved .Once-threatened funding is now assured
• for wildlife, fisheries study
Silverman taid "These programs
are an important part of the service
which the University provides to the
state."  But, he said the University
would not be able to support the
programs without federal funding.
Dr. Jon Stanley, unit leader of the
Cooperative Fisheries Unit, said the
fisheries program attracts graduate
students to UMO with its research
projects. "Through this program, we
support graduate students with tuition
and positions as 'assistants," Stanley
said.
The fisheries program is funded by
lheu:s. -Fish" and Wildlife Service
state and private agencies, and the
University.
"Our most conspicuous project is
with Atlantic Salmon. We provide
some research information, and work
with the U.S. National Fish Hatcheries
and the Maine Atlantic Salmon
Commission on it," Stanley said.
The Fisheries unit also does genetic
engineering research on animals such
as scallops and oysters by "manipulat-
ing chromosomes," Stanley said, "We
make sterile animals or animals of one
sex. The main purpose is so they don't
waste their energy on reproduction.
They grow instead." - •
The unit also performs research
(See FUNDING page 3)
outside Lord Hall,'  he said. This was
very harmful because it is not the
proper time to move tulips. Moving
. tulips in the spring instead of the fall
restricts the length -of the bloom and
hurts the bulb of the flower."
. James Swasey, chairman of the
department of Plant and Soil Sciences
and landscape designer for UMO. said
last night's incident is the most serious
, one this year.
"The top of the rhododendron was
_-brokcn off," Swasey said. "Once the
top is gone, the tree isn't much good.
You might as well dig it up and plant
something else."
Swasey said dogs sometimes
present a bigger problem to the
landscape of the campus than people
"People pick flowers, but dogs dig
up the beds and create a bigger
problem," he said.
(See FLOWERS page 3)
Recent vandalism has meant the loss of over 100 flowers this spring, most
from around Memorial Union.
By Ann 1%-lvicGdire
Staff Writer
Much to James Watt's dismay, the
cooperative wildlife and fisheries
research units functioning at 31 state
universities across the country will
probably be salvaged by Congress in
the 1984 federal budget. At UMO, this
means at least another year of
reseafch, teaching and public service
for two cooperative units.
The funding for both the Maine
_cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
and the Maine Cooperative Fisheries
Research Unit was threatened in
February, when Secretary of the
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(Continued from page 1)
• Education
Director of Adult Basic Education,
Deborah Wilson, who along with
Barbara Kates does all the teaching,
works twice a week with studenTs for
one hour sessions.
One employee the program has
benefited  j. gounds worker Francis
Dunn.
"At first I was scared that some of
the guys would harass me about it,"
Dunn said. "But I've learned to forget
about what they think. The program is
for me. She (Wilson) is strong and
determined, and she stresses that a lot
for us, too.
• "3-here's a lot of people in this area
that could go see her; but it's up to
them. I thought I was too old at first,
and I didn't have theguts. But I've
enjoyed it so far. It's a new experience
- -------faffne; it's something I'll always use."
Anita Wihry, executive direeter of-
employee relations, was responsible for
bringing the program to UMO.
"Many -times- people have problems
trying something new. They're afraid
they'll fail. But when the program
gains stability, it will be better
accepted."
• av•
_
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Honors Center receives name
Dedicated to first
full-time
director
By Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writer
UMO's Honor Center Will be
- dedicated--F-riday to the late Robert-
Thomson, formes UMO professor of
political science.
Thomson served as the 'first
full-time- ,director -of the Honors
program from 1962 to 1977
The Honors• Program permits a
select group of students to explore
areas_ beyond the usual academic
curriculum. About 290 students
participate in the program, said
Honors Program Director Ulrich
Wicks.
In 1975, agricultural engineers built
the honors building.
Wicks said, "The program is oneAf
the oldest in the United States and has-
been 'on_ camp* since the '30S."
'The dedicatioY is open to faculty and
I honors students. Arline Thomson,
Thomson's widow, has planned the
dedication and will give the eulogy.
Mrs. Thomson and Chancellor
Timberview Apartments
Just The Place For Your Family in Orono
Reserve a 2 or 3 bedroom apartment for, the fall with
playgrounds, garden spots, and jogging trails. Convenient
to campus. Starting at $345. call for a brochure.
P. I. Realty Management
2 Hammond Street, Bang&
942-4815 -
An Equal Housing Opportunity
•••
The Honors Center will be named
Patrick McCarthy will unveil the
building's new name, the Robert B.
Thomson Honors Center.
Cecil Reynolds, professor emerit4
Of English, will speak at the
_dedication.,Reynoldq..was a part-time
director of the Honors Program and..
has written a history bit honors which
he will deliver.-----
Wicks, who will also speak, said, "I
will say a few words on how I feel
about following in Thomson's foot-
steps."
[7
:a:: SPRING
FEVER
UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS sTILLVVATER AVE_
Daily 7:00 8, 9:15 OhD27T-038W50N
PG
8 ACADEMY AWARDS
GANDHI
7:30 p.m. only
YOU'LL LEARN THINGS IN
O.C.S.THEY NEVER HEARD OF
IN ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Army Officer Candidate
School (0.C.S.)It's a 14-week
challenge to your mental and phys-
ical toughness.
It isn't easy.. But you'll learn
what's deep inside you. That
you have what it takes. You'll come
out strong, sure in your ability to
lead, and in great shape. Yo,u'll be
a commissioned office; iri-the
skills civilian companies put a
premium on. '
If you're about to get your
degree in engineering, me O.C.S. challenge could be just what you re
seeking. Call yolk local Army Recruiter.
U S Army Recruiting Station
344 Harlow Street
Bangor, ME 04401
942-7153
ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
after the late Robert Thomson.
Wicks will present to Mrs. Thomson
and the public a framed memorial of
Thomson from the Maine. -State
.Legislature.- Wicks said the memorial
will be hukte,the W6hors Center. 
Antique Musique will be prmitting
entertainnient. - -
• "We want--ti s'hort, sweet cetelsral--
tion, not a funeral," Wicks said. "We
want to remember his (Thomson s)
legacy.
There is a donation fund of $1,500 in
Thomson's name that will eventually
be used to benefit Honors students.
Look for Maine
Campus Graduation
Issue next week.
Classifieds
Announcements
Earn $500.00 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing pOsters on campus. Bonus based
on results Prizes awarded as well. 800-526-
. .
088.
20'.hr. -aiark week, flexible schedule.
DIREtTOR OF- CHRISTIAN
EDLICAT4ON--scitight---by--A11--.1buls—
Congregational•Church in Bangor. Begin
September I. 10 mo. Strong church
commitment with background in education
required. Formal theological education not
required. Send\confidential resume and
inquiries to P. O. Box 424 Brewer. Me.
04412.
•
Apartmentt
Orono, urnished apartment, $275 a
munth. Small - 1 bedronut 'efficiency, all.
utilities included, carpeted, call 866-4064.
Summer Sublet- House with 6
bedrooms. Quiet living conditions, less
than,a mile from campus. $65 per moat?.
Call 866-7081. Location: 5 Pond St. Orono
'For Rent- All in Orono- 5 bedrtiom
house 5650. I bedroom apartment 5265-
efficiency apartment $225- available May
20. 866-2518 or 866-2348. •
Summer :Sublet- 4 room Apt. 3 miles
from camPus. in Old Town. Free May
Apartment for summer sublet (rent
negotiable). 4 Bedroom/fully furnished.
Includes bathroom,. kitchen, and living
room. On Mill Street, -pimp. 11 mile
from UMO—For information call 581-
4773 or 4774. Ask for Toe& Dana.
Stillwater Village Apts. Now Renting for
, —Sept. 1-and 2 bedroom units. Heat and Hot
water included: Stove, refrigerator,
disposal and laundry facilities. Call 866-
2658.
For Sale
Wedding Dress; Traditional white, lace
and pearl trim, with train. Like new. Small
size. 866-3517.
For sale- A 1973 Pontiac Station 'wagon.
Some body rust, good transportation home
next week! Price negotiable. Call Ron
Riley at work 947-1153 or Barb in 204, 581-
4751.
For Sale- 1970 Chevrolet Camaro, v-6,
Automatic, Dark Green, 101,000 Miles,
•One Owner, Clean, Nice Car, $2000.,
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• Funding
projects on: effects of timber harvest-
ing oafish habitats, smallmouth bass,
brook trout and the feasibility of
developing a. bait-fishindustry, using
smelt, in Maine.
Dr. James Sherburne, leader of the
wildlife unit said his program brings in
from $700,000 to $800,000 a year in
reSeareli money. 
Sherburne said 15 of the 20
graduate students in -UMOls Wildlife
/-proktrait-rate-workiniftii-the cooperat-
ive unit. "We get them (the graduate
students) scholarships, assistantships,
and fellowships." -
The wildlife unit' has research.
projects on moose, common loons,
(Continued from page 1)
bald eagles, and predator ecology.
The moose research entails "looking
at the effects of habitat changes due to
forestry practices," -Sherburne said.
He said the unit filmed a "Mutual of
_ . .
Omaha's Wild .Kingdom" television
program on moose last summer. The
program 1,91 air next fall. He said they
will film one on loons this spring.
 "We're locikingx at The effects-
lakeshore development on loons,"
Sherburne said. Loons are considered
declining in population in Maine, he
said.
Sherburne accepted a job with the
African Bureau of the U.S. State
Department and will be leaving Orono
soon.
M A Clark
46 Main Street
ovintown Orono
Don't forget Mother's Day
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Send your Mom
some flowers and
make her day
• Flowers  (Continued from page 1)
"The campus is protected by state the university a lot of,
law.... If someone is destroying and plant expenses:-
university property, they can be "I don't think a let of people realize
prosecuted," he said. "A person was how much effort it takes to maintain
forced to pay a fine a couple Of Years -the- beds-, and to make them
ago because he chained a dog to a tree. -
This girdles the tree and pay-kill it. I
believe the flowers_ from Lord Hall
were transplanted oatside Hannibal
Hamlin Mali."
-Swasey saikstudents for one of his
classes are requited to pick flowers for
the course. —In that case, my studenTs
have to get permission from the - work. But the vaddalism makes it
university police department, he
said.
_Fowler said plant vandalism costs
S in labor
attractive," Fowler said. "We weed
the heds.,-- fertilize them, 'and work
them over all year, except for winter."
Fowler Said visitors to UMO often
Lelmnejlt. -on hew-nice the grounds look
compared to other campuses.
"They wonder •how we do it;" he
said. "Our people take pride in their
hard. When people take flowers or
dogs dig up beds, the form and color of
the bed is destroyed."
Sailboard Center
opening May 21st
Route 4, Turner, Me 225-2747
Pre-opening discounts on sailboards
and accessories to all fellow UMO
students
'Complete outfits starting
at 
$ 
CM 
577 while supply lasts
for more information call us
before May 13th. 866-2215.
Join the 1983 Senior Celebration
 - Friday May 13th
"CHEERS TO ME in '83"
Dinner: 12:30-2:00 p.m.
Steak or Lobster Dinner open to seniors and
their guests. Tickets $12.00 per person,
including concert.
Dinner tickets on sale until May 6.
Concert: 12:30-7:00 p.m.
Open to General Public. Tickets $5.00
Featured Bands:
CatsEye
Ray Boston
Rick Pinette
_
Senior Council Booth located in the Memorial
Union: Has on Sale Senior Buttons,
Announcements, Tee-Shirts and tickets to
Celebration.
(No Glass Bottles will be Allowed)
•
•
When the current members of the Senate were
asking for your votes earlier this semester, one of the
most common campaign pledges seemed to be,
.and I will attend every Senate meeting to better
represent your best interests..." For the most part,
they have kept this promise and have done an
effective job in dealing with such complex issues as
the election controversy, the communications fee,
proposed changes in university [larking regulations
and, of course, the annual budget battle. In failing
to fully address what could be the most ittmortant
issue of all, however, the senators have managed to
mar that fine record and raise doubts atvtb their
future reliability.
Perhaps the pressures of approaching final exams
were too great for some senators. Perhaps some felt
the proposed mandatory health fee is not overly
significant. Perhaps it was simply rude to force Aceto
and Bowers to sit through more than two hours of
other debate and they should have been moved up on
the agenda. There are many such perhapses in this
situation, but one thing is clear. You were
shortchanged Tuesday night, and you deserve much
better than that.
1-Th 4 - t. isf,
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The stick's short end
.. •
Y
ou may not even realize it, but you have been
cheated. An implicit promise made to you
has been broken. People in whom you have
placed your trust have let you down and have
therefore deprived you of the opportunity to make
your opinions on a matter of great importance
known to the university administration.
The General Student Senate had planned to once
again debate the issue of a mandatory health fee at
the semester's last meeting Tuesday night. Thomas
Aceto, vice president for student affairs, and Richard
Bowers, vice president for academic affairs, were
there to present the administration's position and
answer the senator's questions. But by the time the .
issue came up on the agenda, only 25 senators, one
short of a quorum, remained at the meeting. As a
result, no vote on a formal student recommendation
could be taken. Though the session continued as an
open forum, Aceto and Bowers were left with no
more than a mixed bag of student opinion to take
back to the administration's debate on the issue.
What is even more distressing is the fact that there
was a quorum present when the Senate session
convened. But at least a dozen senators found
themselves unable to sit through the admittedly
lengthy meeting and left before Aceto and Bowers
could speak. In doing so, they, and those senators
who did not bother to attend at all, failed in their
obligation to represent you, their constituents.
Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BUR R ALL
Searching for
the cure
"When I was very young and the
urgeto be someplace else was on me, I
was assured by mature people that
maturity would cure- this itch. When
years described me as mature, the
remedy prescribed was middle age. In
middle age I was assured that greater
age would calm my fever and now that
I am Pity-eight perhaps senility will do
the job. Nothing has worked. Four
hoarse blasts of a ship's whistle still
raise the hair on my neck and set my
feet to tapping. The sound of a jet, an
engine warming up. even the clopping
of shod hooves on pavement brings on
the ancient shudder, the dry mouth
and vacant eye, the hot palms and the
curn of stomach high up under the rib
cage...I fear the disease is incurable.
—John Steinbeck
"Travels With Charley"
Well, Charley ol' buddy, my time
has come. Once I hear the last
rendiiion of the Stein Song, see ,the
last cork pop and slide my fingers
away from the last congratulatory
handshake, it will be time to confront
the disease full force. I know you're
out there somewhere, still looking for
your cure, but listen ol' buddy, I don't
want you to give up now. •
The hoisting of sails, the ignition of
a spark -plug and the monotonous
rhythm_ of a railroad car are things so
close to me, right from the first day I
buckled a life preserver, pulled the
starter and hopped a moving Penn
Central boxcar.
I still catch the tears of love and
affection when I remember those times
together at our tender ages years ago.
Ttitn something happened Charley.
You went away to learn more for four
years, caught the disease and went on
the road to search for a cure. That was
11 years ago and within that time, I
have gone away to learn more for four
years Sand. like__you. caught the
disease.
"You may not be able to understand
this now, but maybe in a few years you
-will-be-able-te--grasp-the-nreartitjg-of
this scene to me—not for its
beauty—but for the dreams and goals
that unfolded with it.
-P.S. This scene is the glimmering
Pacific from the golden shores of
California. as a pink, glowing ball of
fire sinks into a January sunset.-
-Charley
It's been a few years ol' buddy and if
the disease is incurable, I want to find
out. Once I turn mv back on the
Stillwater River, I'll lace up my boots
and I'll see you in Alaska. The urge to
be someplace else is on me.
Tom Burrall is a senior forestry
major, minoring in journalism, from
Geneva. N. Y.
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The early history of Mount Desert
by Monica Rothe
THE ABNAKI INDIANS
By the time the first Europeans arrived, Mount
Desert was occupied by Penobscot and Passama-
quoddy,,two Abnaki tribes.,The Abnaki belonged to
the Algonkian language group, one -of the mostimportant branches OrAmerican Indians. At onetime they Covered most of the eastern United States
_ and Canada. They were tobacco smokers, petters
and remarkable craftsmen with birch bark.
The Abnakis called Mount Desert Island
___,...'pctovtic" which means sloping land. They thoughtit resembled the claw of a crab or a lobster, possibly
because of the sharp toothed :laws" holding Sorties
Sound. They were not permanent resicients of
Peffietic. They lived there in the summer. Their
permanent *villages were .up the Penobscot River
near Bangor and Orono. and on the headwaters of
the Machias and Narraguagus rivers.
SUMMERS ON PEMETIC
• The Indians considered sunnmers spent on
Pemetic the most agreeable part of their lives. They
regarded the island as -a health resort and brought
along some of their old people who needed to build
up their strength against the winter. -
Before leaving their winter homes, they planted
beans and corn and left behind some of the older
people to tend the crops and scare off deer, and
crows. Then, all members of the families. dogs
included. got into their canoes, with their belongings
and headed for Pemetic to set up birch-bark
wigwams or,, lodges on the same places as the
previous year.
For those who did not care to rislvthefough waters
off Bass Harbor, they Used a route that leads -from
• upper Blue Hill Hay_tcapaundpondr_Rippie penwand
Somes Pond luta Sorties Sound. They settled at
----various poilits on Frenchman's Bay' and along other
- shores of Pemetic, but always near tidal flats where
clams flourished. Once settled, they enjoyed a good
measure of leitiire and easy labor.•
--.,Historian Henry Parkman said:
V. •
"Their summer _stay at the seashore was
perhaps the most pleasant, and certainly the
most picturesque part of their livs. They
passed their days in an alternation of indolence
and action. ...Warriors smoked their pipes under
roofs of bark, or launched slender Crift...the
women gathered raspberries or whortle berries
in the open places of the woods, 'or clams and
oysters in the-sands and shallows, adding their
shells as a contribution to the .shellheaps that
have* accumulated for ages along the
seashore.. .The men fished, speared porpoises.
The women shucked the clams they dug and hung
them on spruce_ roots stretched from tree to tree so
that the dogs could not get at them, though the flies
• did. The largest shellheaps are at Manchester's
Point near the entrance to Somes Sound, showing
. this was the Indians' favorite summer 'spot. Other
villages were located at Hull's Cove. The athletic
field at Bar 'Harbor, formerly called Squaw Hollow,
was also an Indian settlement. In addition-to crams'
and berries, the wdmen gathered sweet-grass and
peeled bark to make their baskets and boxes. The
children played and picked wild berries.'
-
WINTERTIME
In early October when the leaves began to turn,
the women packed their dried clams, berries and
smoked fish into bark boxes and loaded the family
canoe. They all then returned to the home villages to
harvest Torn. During the winter, the women,
-r
It was a full 400 years ago that the
first Europeans saw the mountains of
• Mount Desert Island. Yet byithen the
Indians had been using the Island's
shores and waters for several
thousand years.
The beauty of Otter Point remains constant through time.
children and old men stayed-at-home while theyoung men and -older boys went to Pemetic to hunt
on snowshoes for deer and moose, and to set trapsfor beaver whose pelts made most of their clothes.
They hunted moose by chasing them with lighted
-torches into the water where they were pierced with
arrows. They lived on an abundance of ducks, geese
an other waterfowl.
' ENDING A WAY OP LIFE
The Abnaki way of life had lasted.for centuries, as
the deep shellheaps or Pre'nchman Bay, 'Northeast
Harbor and Fernald's Point prove. By the timethe
English settled, the Indians gradually broke off their
seasonal visiting. However,,, into the 19th century
some Indians still came to camp on the shores of
Somes Pond to-fish and to trap mink and muskrat.
During the latter part of the 19th century, there was
a spruce bough encampment at the pond where
women told fortunes. Dressed in plaid shawls and
shiii3, beaver hats, the women also peddled baskets
and lire bead
r •
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The occult at UMO:
by Stephen Macklin
•
-
 
•
'When ' Most people hear the word "Occult," they
think of a black-curtained, candlelit room filled with r
13 dark-robed worshipers chanting prayers to Satan.
What they don't realize is that every time they
open the newspaper to read their horoscopes, they -
are demonstrating their belief in the occult.
Astrology, despite its foundation in astronomy, is an
occult science because it recognizes a connection
between the movements of the planets and the lives
of men.
Many people who have studied the occult, question
the validity of horoscopes because they generalize;
they predict the same future for everyone born under
the same sign. There are, however, other methods of
divination, such as the Tarot and the 1-Ching, which
predict the future of a particular person, or answer a
specific question.
There are 78 cards in $ Tarot deck, 56 minor
arcana and 22 major arcana. Arcana is the Latin
word for secret. The mindr arcana are divided into
four suits--wands, cups, sword's, and pentacles--that
are numbered from ace to 10, followed by four
picture or court cards. Many occultists believe
modern playing cards descended from the minor
arcana. The 22 major arcana depict symbolic
figures, elements in nature, and the experiences of
man on his spiritual journey.
When a 15erson consults a Tarot "reader," he
becomes the "querent." The querent has an
unspoken question that he wishes the cards to
answer. The querent shuffles the deck while silently
asking his question.
Following one of several ancient methods, the
reader lays down the cards and begins to interpret
what they show. He uses an oracle, a book
which gives the meaning of each card. The meaning
of a card depends on its position in the reading, and
whether it is right-side-up or reversed.
The four suits of the minor arcana correspond to
the four elements that comprise the universe: Wands
to fire, Cups to water, Swords to air, and Pentacles
to earth. Although each card has its own divinatory
meaning, each suit has its characterisitcs.
Wands indicate enterprise, energy, and growth.
they suggest constant renewal of life. It is the suit of
the laborer.
Cups suggest love and happiness. They are
svinbok of  ,the unconscious mind,- -the instincts;
fertility and beauty. It is the suit of the priest.
Swords express aggression, strife, boldness, and
courage. They indicate misfortune, disaster, or the
fpresence ot enemies. It isth e stii to. the warrior.
Pentacles represent money and the acquisition of
material wealth. They indicate inheritance or the
development of a skill. It is the suit of the merchant.
Twenty-two cards, or keys, make up the major
arcana, from key zero, The Fool, to key 21, The
World. The keys of the major arcana are
illustrations rich in symbolic and mythical figures,
animals, and natural phenomena. They represent
man's life, his hopes, fears, joys, and sorrows. Each
of the major arcana represents a distinct element,
power, or law in nature. Their illustrations are --
drawn from a store of mythical and religious symbols
familiar to man in all ages, called the "collective
unconscious."
As the Tarot has become popularized in books and
films, misconceptions have developed about some of
the major arcana.
It is widely believed that if the Death card, key 13,
were to come up in_a reading, it would fortell the
querent's death. Actually, the Death card suggests a
change of old concepts for new, and a challenge of
rigid intellectual patterns. It means transformation
and destruction followed by renewal,- the birth of
new ideas and opportunities.
The Lovers, key 6, popularized in the film "Live
and Let Die," does not predict that the querent will -
fall in love. The Lovers is a symbol of innocence,
and the union of two opposites. It means choice,
temptation, the struggle between sacred and profane
love, and harmony in life.
Key 10, The Wheel of Fortune, symbolizes destiny,
fate, and the unvarying cycles of nature. It fortells
success, an unexpected change 'or -fortune, and
creative evolution within the laws of chance.
The Tarot is one of the most accessible forms of
divination because little ceremony is involved.
Reading the Tarot does, not require sitting in a
candlelit room with burning incense; it can be done in
any quiet place where there is motif to lay out the
cards.'
The'only ritual involved is the care-of the cards.
The cards should be protected from phsyical damage,
but believers also protect their cards from disturbing
psychic vibrations. A reader should place a new deck
under his pillow to absorb his personal vibrations.
The deck should be wrapped in a natural cloth; silk is
thought to be the best material for protection.
While the Tarot has become popularized, books on
the Tarot and Tarot decks can be bought at many
bookstores. The 1-Ching has remained relatively
obscure. Created in China more than 4,000 years
ago, it uses patterns of broken and unbroken lines to
suggest decisions and predict their outcomes.
The broken line is called earth, or yin. It
represents the negative, feminine, passive pole of
nature. The unbroken line is called heaven, or yang.
It represents the positive, masculine active pole.
The lines are arranged in eight three-line figures
called trigrams, each with its own meaning. The
eight trigrams are arranged in 64 six-line figures,
called hexagrams, from which the message of the I-Ching is read.
There are three methods of consulting the 1-Ching:
The Yarrow Stalk Method, the Three Coins Method,
and the Six Wands Method. Of the three, the
Yarrow Stalk Method is the most complex and the
most accurate., -•
The Maine Campus is
now accepting applications
for the following positions:
Circulation Manager
Assistant Business Manager
advertising salespersons
advertising layout workers
typesetters
These are paid positions!
Contact the Maine Campus at
581-1271.
ORONO ROUSE OF PIZZA
University Mall Stillwater Ave. Orono 827-5421
Super Coupon Specials
$1.00 off" ".."- Oe off
any large any small
pizza ___pizza
4
We deliver
to campus
crispy, light,
tender, fluffy
pizza _
beer wine
soda
•
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is now on sale! 
Can you take
a
descent into the maelstrom?
Sale price: 50e per copy till 5/11/83, $1.50 afterwards
Available at: English Office, 3rd floor, E/M Building
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no
satanists
here
Paul Puccio, a graduate student, first became
interested in the occult by watching "Dark
Shadows" as a child. Wanting to know more, he read
many books. "My parents thought it was just a
whim. They really never knew it was serious," he
said.
"I know the Catholic church officially discourages
any interest in the occult, but my personal religious
beliefs allow room for it. By the occult, I mean the
recognition of an unseen reality parallel to visible
reality."
"There is a real danger in centering one's life
around the occult, because once you break through
the barrier between the seen and the unseen, you can
lose the sense of boundary between them."
Puccio said the only method of divination he uses
is the Tarot because, "It's the only method I have a
working knowledge of."
"One can read the Tarot o Or theching and attend
seances or consult ouija boards and never become
involved with 'dark forces.' It all depends on
intention."
"I have never met anyone involved in satanic
worship. I think that would probably scare me. I
don't think a satanist would be the sort of person I
would want to be friends with, only because I think
satanists use the occult for nothing more tha!
material gain and physical pleasure;
1 lite wheei ot tortoise, 'lie Death Card, and The Lovers
"If they indeed base their worship on an evil force,
whether or not that force is personified in a little
fellow in red with horns and a tail doesn't matter.
.The worship of something evil is still, in my opinion,
wrong." 
—
Another 'UM°. student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, said he too became interested by
watching "Dark Shadows." He later read books on
fortune telling, and bought his first book on the I-
Ching when he was a sophomore in high school.
"I first used the 1-Ching for divination. I didn't
do anything with the philosophy of it until later on."
He said he doesn't haw a preference for one
method of the 1-Ching. "I never saw any advantage
in the stalks; the coins were always just as good," he
said.
I didn't get my first Tarot deck until I was a senior
in high school, he said. "I was beginning to muster
the 1-Ching, and I wanted to try something
REFRIGERATOR RETURN
SCHEDULE
COMPLEX: DATE/TIME: LOCATION:
Hilltop May 2 4:00-6:00 Knox Basement
May 4 4:00-6:00
Stewart May 2 7:30-9:30 Gannett Gameroom
May 5 4:00-6:00
Wells May 3 4:00-6:00 Corbett Basement
May 5 7:30-9:30 near DAB room
Stodder May 3 1:30-9:30 Stodder Snack Shack
May 6 4:00-76:00 Lobby
York
Basement
B.C.C. May 1 7:30-9:30 Lewiston Hall
Gameroom
*note: New IDB phone number 581-1760.
May 4 7:30-9:30 Estabrooke
May 6 7:30-9:30
REMEMBER....In order for you to secure all of
your $10.00 deposit,' your refrigerator must be
turned in ON TIME, FROST—FREE, DRY and
in the SAME PHYSICAL CONDITION as when
rented.
Thanks for renting with IDB!!
I •
different.''
"I still think, though, that the 1-Ching is far
superior for specific questions."
He said the Tarot is easier to understand because it
is based on the western tradition. "You have to
rearrange your thinking, before you can fully
understand the I-Ching;" he said.
"I think there is a psychological benefit with the
Tarot; even if you can't tell the future, because it
helps you sort out your thoughts. One card is
practically meaningless, but when you put them all
down, the combinations force you to notice your
subconscious."
"You can let your desires of what you want to be
overpower the subconscious. When I've interpreted
it correctly, and have done what it said, I've been
very happy with the results."
"You have to learn how to interpret it--and that is
the art of it," he said.
MAY TERM 1983
May 16-June 3
Re2istration
MAY-TERM begins on Monday, May 16. Students
may register until may 16 in courses that have space
available.
Registration will be on Continuing Education Division
materials which may be obtained at 14 Merrill Hall.
Tuition:
Undergraduate-$47.00 per credit hour.
Graduate-$54.00 per credit hour.
kr.
Payment of tuition and fees in full is required at the time
registration.
Housing
Double room per week-$41.90
Single room per week-$50.00 r
Dining Halls will nof be open during May Term. Meals can be
obtained in Union Building.
To register, call or visit the C.E.D. office
in 14 Merrill Hall. Tel. 581-3142.
Classes are not scheduled to meet on Monday, May 30, which is Memorial Day.
_
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'Bad Boys': don't let the violence get you.
by Tom St. Amand
"Bad Boys" is not a movie to see if you're easily
shaken by violence. It begins with a brutal mugging,
ends-with a ferocious physical duel and opens wide '
the doors of a juvenile correctional facility to show us
. society's forgotten embarrassment: the juvenile
criminals who are guilty of adult crimes.
Sean Penn, who's proven his acting versatility
first by depicting the sharp, level-headed friend of
Timothy Hutton in "Taps', then the drugged-out-
video-game addict Spiccoli in "Fast Times at _
Ridgemont High," changes again. This time we're
given a street-wise kid named Mick who's a little
smarter and a lot braver than his peers. Mick's
• braveness blinds his smartness to the point where he
—feels he's capable of pulling off any crime put before
him—even if the crime demands his carryinga gun.
Esai Morales plays a tough and dangerously proud
Mexican named Paco. Paco, like Mick, daydreams of
wealth and looks _for any path leading out of the
ghetto. 1, --
That both men should want the same woman is
understood after seeing her beauty. That the-.two
men will fight Is inevitable after realizing each man's
need to be king-of-the-hill. That the fight should take
place in the confines of a juvenile prison is
frightening after witnessing the inmates: who are no
more than savages, place bets on the fight's outcome
(the odds are 3-2--that Mick will die).
"Bad Boys" immediately gets audiences'
attention by showing crime in the city with shocking
scenes that conjure iv _memories of "Fort Apache:
The Bronx" and "Pruice of the City:" What "Bad
Boys" does that the other films didn't even attempt
-to-do is give reasons -for The actions of the teenage
criminals.
Paco's filthy, crowded apartment and Mick's
blatantly promiscuous mother are the most obvious
of the reasons these men have to get out of this
ghetto jungle: Ho W about adding the pain each man
feels when Mick accidently kills Paco's brother, and
Paco beats and rapes Mick's girlfriend- under the
tracks of a screeching commuter train?
Penn, who's DeNiro-like goal of bringing reality to
parts led him to get a real tattoo for Mick's
character, finds power in subtleness. He doesn't
have to raise his voice because his hard gaze is
enough to do the 'job. There were no flaws in his
performance. We were given a convincing portrayal
—of-a man trapped in a way of life that directs one to
kill or be killed. • .
• Morales, undoubtedly a devoted wcight-lifter,
uses his hard, seemingly polished muscles and the
sharp angles of hIK-stone face to show us the difficult
life Paco has lived by age 16. Again a talented actor
is revealed. elk
"Bad Boys:' is not without its flaws. One of the
greatest flaws is the cortectional facility itself.
Perhaps director Richard Rosenthal was thinking of
the Cigney prison films of Tong ago wheriThe
envisioned the set for his film, and glamor clouded
reality. The facility, with its tiered wails and caged
playpen atmosphere, looks like a stage bound for
-Broadway, and only the characters remind us we're
in a juvenile prison and not on .a theater set.
'BO .Boysi' -is-a-bit -tee-long and- it might _be
unbetievalbe to somè4. but no one can accuse it of
 -being dull. Penn, Morales and a plot like this can
only mean a film future directors will likely try but
fail to imitate.
•
•
•
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mexican restaurant
;Visit us at our new
.Close to Campus location at the
intersection of College Avenue
• & Stillwater Avenue
•
•
•
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TACOS
BURRITOS
ENCHILADA,`
NACHOS
TOS1
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BAR HARBOR
BICYCLE
SHOP
Special Spring Sale going until May 7, 5:00 p.m.
on Peugeot, PH1OS 12 speed. Regularly $259.95,
left over sale price $229.95 while al_pply lasts.
141 Cottage St., Bar Harbor Me., 2 8 8- 3 8 8 6
TO ALL U MAINE-ORONO
STUDENTS...
.Moving out? Drop off your phone(s) with one of our campus rep-
resentatives and get a $.5.00 credit on your final telephone bill.
DROP OFF YOUR TELEPHONE(S):
ON: Monday, May 9
Thursday, May 12
FROM: 8:00 a. m..to 2:00 p.m.
AT: Memorial Union
AnOtudent who elects not to participate in this'drop-off" Plan,
assumes full responsibility for their telephone set(s) and may be
liable for any expensesjncurred to replace or restore the equip-
•
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Response
when
writing...
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Letters shouldbe 300 words or less and include a name and telephone number.
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but names will be
withheld from publication only under special circumstances. TheMaine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste andlibel.
••••.. 
Thanks for the support
To the Editor:
As the recent winner of the :
Maine DistinguisTied Profes-
sor Award, I wish to thank-all--
those students who nominated
me. submitted information on
my teaching or extra-curricu- -
lar activities, or who worked
on my behalf in any way. I am
truly thankful for your eff'orts
and deeply honOred to ha_ve
received such a prestigious
award at such an early stage in
my career.
I wish also to thank the
General Alumni Association
for the generous stipend which
accompanies this award and
express my appreciation to all
my colleagues and friends who
have called or sent me notes of
congratulation.
.41 look forward - to
continuing my activities -at
UMO, hopefully, for many- -
years to come.
Martin Stoles
Assistant Professor of
Animal and
Veterinary Sciences
Customer's always right?
To the Editor:
It is little wonder that
Residential Life has difficulty
in filling its dorms considering
the slow and shabby service it
gives its students. Three
weeks ago I applied for on
campus housing. I was told to
pay $50 and return in a week.
One week later I promptly
returned to the Housing
Office. The lady refused to
sign me up for housing until
their computer had printed up
an ominous "green location
card- but I was told to keep
checking the Business Office.
Now it's three weeks later, and
where the hell is my "green
location card?" Each day I
waste time checking the
Business Office. When will I
know if I get housing and
where I will be? Residential
Life sure isn't in any rush to
alleviate my concerns for next
year.
He, Residential Life, re-
member that students are
your customers-'fees be cour-
teous!
Katrina Pratt
Bangor
Training ground for books or battle?
To the Editor:
It's Saturday, 7:30 a.m. and
I awake to what sounds like a
military coup d'evat or some
sort of revival of Kent State. I
look• out my window to see
people in fatigues chanting
and marching across the
playing fields. My mind aches
as it asks for more rest from
the mental strain of the  past
week. Every time the chopper
lands it seems like an alarm 
clock that Won't go off. Is this
a place fdf academic pursuits
and intellectual enlightenment
or a training ground for
military battle? This place
ain't big enough for the both
of them.
I am not a devoted pacifist
who would run to Canada at
the sight of draft papers. I
believe in our freedoms and I
believelhey must be defended
upon encroachment or direct
attack. However- there is-a—
place for learning t4i4 a lace
BLOOM COUNTY
THINEr5 AREN'T LOOKING GOCWNCR AFTHE MEADOW PARTYHEADQUARTERS FACT MILO 15
Be VISAS-7RM NEWS
-ro 14E PRESIPENTIAL. CAAVAlGN
COMMITTEE RiGHT NOW ..
for practicing military man-
euevers and they are not one
in the same.
The pristine and perverse
idealisms of Ronald Reagan
and his dogmatic policies have
caused the present flair-up of
cold war climate. The anti-
intellectual right wing and its
and lack of empathy for other
living standards has left us
diplomatically deficient and
stagnated in our attempts to
reach  peaceful agreements
with our adversaries. Perhaps
the administration wants war
for the sake of fighting rather
than some just cause.
From a September, 1982
issue of Time, "The current
trend ,toward required sub-
jects (induced by limited funds
for student aid)—a kind of
intellectual law and order—
reflects contemporary politic/4_
conservatism. It implies that
there is a right way to think. It
ithplies that a certain amount
Of piiformity is both socially
'OEM, SO"HIS FOU11CPL1N510141.5ARE 8REA114-1AKW16.
EiET
7:11-7
and intellectually desirable."
This retreat from intellect-
ual diversity is limiting our
freedom and leaving an
aristocracy to enjoy a liberal
arts program. The admini-
stration is cutting- into other
freedoms also. How ironic,
especially in our country.
Next, perhaps cynically,
Reagan will attempt to subvert
the constitution to acquire
greater powers.
_ Now rm up and ready to
study but the sounds of the
chopper blades.stzhich are not
unlike machine gun fire, make
it impossible to concentrate.
They should practice their
maneuvers at the Army base
rather than impose their
views and actions on others.
This action is as odious as
someone trying to dictate their
religious doctrine on our
religious preferences.
Adam Lewis
Knox Hall
by Berke Breathed
OKAYUH. HOW DOGO ON YOU STANDASK HIM ON NUCLZAR
50Me1HIN6 WA.YTE ?
riLmif
Commentary
Lately, every time I go home for dinner onSunday, a different member of my familyapproaches me with the subject of gradu-
ation. I am the oldest in my family, and the first to
graduate and strike out on my own, and the
phenomenon is new to them.
"Where are you going to work when you
graduate?" my 6-year-old sister Rose asked me a
few weeks ago"You're gnihg 10 move home 4-th
us aren't you?"
"I don't think so, Rose." I said.
"Oh, but you have to. You can live with us and
.work as a waitress. Or you can work at the bank.
It's nice and quiet there." .
"But Rose, I want to work for a newspaper," I
explained.
"But I don't want you to go far away...."
My 11-year-old brother Steve wants to help me
furnish my new apartment. For the past few
weeks he has been sitting me down with a catah5g.
asking me to pick a few things out so he can buy
them for me.
"Where are you going to get the money?" I
asked him.
On my own?
-oh. I have ways," he said with a smile. He'll
probably rob a bank!
"Do you need a crock .pot?" he asked me
recently. "Or how 'bout a TV?" I had to laugh. I
can barely boil water—a crock pot would do me
no good!
I got a phone call the other day from my
1S-year-old_ sister _Molly, "Do- you have any
dresses I can wear to your graduation?" she
asked.
Dresses! This is the girl who wouldn't be
caught dead in a dress emen at church on a
holiday, and gets sick so she won't have to go to
her high school concert and wear a skirt. I don't
think we've seen her legs for five years! And she
was asking to wear a dress to my gradualion. I
feel honored.
Molly, Rose and another sister Jeanne are all
planning on coming down to stay with me in my
new apartment and they were discussing their
plans the other day.'
"We can come down and visit you and help you
clean your apartment," Molly said. Sounds good
to me. .
Mary Ellen Matava
"But where are we all going to sleep?" Jeanne
asked. "Your place is pretty small with only one
bed.
"We can all just crash on my bed, it's pretty
big," I assured her.
"Oh no we won't," Rosie exclaimed. "You can
all sleep on the floor and I'll have the- bed to
'mytelf.-Vm the smallest." I guess she's learning
to accept the fact that I won't be moving home.
My brothers want to knosik, how their helpless
older. sister is going to survive in her own
apartment and my father wants to make sure
be a fair reporter. He is a school administrator
and deals with the press a lot. "Don't be sneaky
and just get the facts straight," he tells me,
everytime he gets the chance!
With all this coming at me, I can't really worry
about striking out on my own. I'll have a whole
houseful of people up here thinking about me and
worrying about my progress!
Mary Ellen Marava is a senior journalism ma
from Veazie.
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Sports
Catcher Ed Hackett takes his'ents in the Florida sunshine. Hackett slid the
rest of the UMO baseball team could play its first game in 11 days today
against Husson if the rain can hold off. Forecasts call for temperatures in the
high 50s with a chance of showers.
There will be a men's and women's
cross-country meeting for all interested
in competing this Fall, tonight in the
Pit.
unio DAME CO.'83
MAY, 5, 6, 7, 1983
HAUCK AUDITORIUM 8:00 p.m.
Students (with ID) $3.50
General Public $6.00 -
UM
0 ci
,
L&A MARKET
19 Mill Street, Downtown Orono
Pepsi free regular & diet
2 liter 99c & tax
& dep
Old Milwaukee $2.39 & tax
14 oz. cans 6 pack & deP
Andre Champagne $2.99
Gallo Wine
all flavors
Good 'for one
free game at
Underground
Games
Limit one
per customer,
& tax
Sifters $4.85
& tax
Sports calendar
May 5-7
BASEBALL
May 5, Thurs. UMO vs. Husson at 2:30
May 6, Fri: UMO vs. Colby at :00
May 7, Sat. UMO vs. Northeastern (2) at 12:00
SOFTBALL
May uth'sTAJMO vs. St. Jo-seph's (2) at 2:00
May 7, Sat. MAIAW at UMO at 10:00/11:30/2:00
MEN'S-TRACK
May 7, Sat. UMO at Eastern Championships at
Springfield at TBA
-
May 14, Sat. UMO at New England Championships
at Boston College at TBA
• May 21-22, Sat.-Sun. UMO at IC4A at Villanova at
TBA
WOMEN'S TRACK
May 7, Sat. UMO at New England Championship
hips at TBA
TENNIS
May 5, Thurs. UMO at Maine Invitational at TBA
and at Bowdoin at 3:00
May 7, Sat. UMO at Bates at 1:00
Weekend Special
Seagrams
Ginger Ale
3 liters for $1.00
& tax & deposit
Good luck on your finals
ITS NICE TO HAVE A MEND IN TIE EVISDIESS
Maine Square Hogan Road. Bangor 945.6474 or945-6475
Mon., Tues.. Wed. 10-6, Fri. 10-9, Sat. 10-6, CdoseOun.
Sugarloaf Rood. Sugarloaf/USA 237-2792
Daily 8-6
May Special
$10 free accessories with
the purchase of a new bike
Come in and see the 83
UNIIVIECA, all ready
to ride
,
S.
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Commentary
Depending on how well the
baseball team does in the
upcoming playoffs--if the
weather in this part of the world
permits playoffs, the year will
soon be over for UMO sports.
What a year it has been. The
football team surprised everyone
by going 7-4. The hockey team -
surprised everyone by doing even --
worse than they had donc the
year before. Both basketball
teams started out slow and came 
on strong. And then, well, we'll
probably just have to wait and
see what the baseball team does.
We can look forward to hearing
some more George Hale play-
by-play on the radio as we sit in
°our living rooms or at the beach
and cheer oui teams towkrd a
possible third consecutive College
World Series.
For me it has been quite a year
too as sports editor of this
modest newspaper as I have try
For me it has been quite a year
too as sports editor of this
modest newspaper as I have tried
to coordinate coverage of the
four sports and all the others
along the way. All at once, my
experience has been the most
frustrating, time consuming,
terrifying and ultimately
satisfying one of my life. Even
with all the time spent, all the
stories missed, all the gripes
heard, all the mistakes, mistakes,
mistakes, in the end it kind of
feels good to have been in
control. It feels good when
something goes right. It hurts
when something goes wrong.
DeGrasse Jewelers
5 Mill Street
Downtown Orono
New U.M.O. watches by
CARAVELLE with U.M.O. seal ow
Mate Exclusively at DeGrasse
Jewelers.
10 perceat Discsusit um Jewelry with
U.M.O.
• INTELLECTUAL
SOFTWARE
PRESENTS
Score'
on 
thes AT
High •
by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,
J. D., Harvard Law School
Comprehensive corn•
-puter-assisted instruction, fea-
turing automatic timing, scoring,
• branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.
Apple, IBM PC disks:
$195.00
Available exclusively from:
ISIQueue, Inc.
5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
1-800-232-2224r
(263) 335-0908-
k
Maine Campus. Thursday, May 5. 1983
Bittersweet memories
Most importantly, though, I
learned a lot about myself and
about other people in and around
UMO.
First and most horrifying was
the football team. I decided to '•
assign myself to cover all the  
games aloft with being §.ports
editor. With a 10 week season
and writing up to seven stories a
week, you might understand why
my g.p.a. was about one plus
one. But I learned a-lot. I learned
that a room full of screaming 200
pounders aren't so hard to get
along with after all--unless they
have just lost their second
overtime game in two weeks.
I learned that even Ron
Rogerson isn't always smiling. _
Just try to talk to him after his
team has lost its second overtime
game in two weeks. But then, just
give him a chance and there is
really not a nicer man anywhere.
His enthusiasm is contagious, he
is 100 percent genuine--100
percent Maine, and he is the
biggeSt asset the Maine sports
program has. We should all give
him one big thank you for not
taking about three times the
salary he is now making and
heading to Cornell.
I learned that you can't make
anyone really happy. Coaches
don't like negative headlines
when they lose. Players don't like
us to forget their superlative
efforts. Club spojtidon't like
taking a back seat to varsity
sports on the sports pages.
Writers don't like having their
stories cut in half when thereis_
no space. Writers don't like me
yelling at them when they err--
and I really didn't yell that much.
Right here in print I would like
to thank Steve Bullardtfor all he
did for me this year. If any of you
11
Paul Tukey
out there noticed, Steve writes
about twice as much as anyone
else on the staff. He's an absolute
workaholic. Amazingly, he still
finds time to be one of this
schools best athletes. Little does
anyone know, but Steve wq, the
runnerup college golfer in the
state this spring and later this
month he'll defend his state 10-
pin bowling title. Just last week
he received the Maine Press
Associatiotrfull-year scholarship
as the best journalism student in
the department. I'm sure this is
embarrassing you Steve, so I'll
stop—but-thanks anyway.
Finally, I'd like to say that it
has been a great, fun year and I'd •
like to•wish luck to Paul Cool- •
and Bob McPhee who'll be _
taking over for me next year.
Paul Tukey is a senior journalism
major from Falmouth.
ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES
IN CRITICAL CONDITION?
Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college costs -
If you qualify, our Educational Assistance program will pay up
to $1,000 a year of your tuition for four years.
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaranteed
Student Loan since October 1, 1975, our Loan Forgiveness
program will repay 15% of your debt (up to $10,000) or $500,
whichever is greater, for each year you serve.
If you'd like to find out more about how a Reserve enlistment
can help pay for college, call the number below. Or stop by.
U S Army Recruiting Station
344 Harlow Street
Bangor, ME 04401
942-7153
'
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Residence Halls' open house
a big success for all
Several residence- halls -featured
special programs recently to foster
more informal interaction between
faculty, staff aud students.
Penobscot, de andp
Chadbourne had
faculty. Students showed faculty where
open 
hr
ouses for
and how they lived and encouraged
faculty to get more involved in the
halls by suggesting possibilities such as
advising the Dorm Governing Board,
offering to do a program in the hall or
to join students more often during
mealtimes.
Knox Hall invited faculty and staff
to sleep, eat, study, work and live in
Knox Hall for two days. Each guest
was assigned to an. R.A. room. A
host/hostess met The guest, introduced
them to the residents and answered any
questions which faculty had. The
program included a tour of Knox Hall,
featuring the Modern Language
Center, personalized - wings, the
computer room, the, sunroof and
student lounges.
After dinner a reception was held for
all the guests. Then guests studied,
worked or read in the Floor Study
Lounge. Later in the evening, guests
socialized with students and joined in a
Study Break fun time, before the
guests %%TM to bed.
All aiet for breakfast the next
mornMg before going to work. Lunch
wa wrap-up time where guests and
st,tIdents shared their experiences.
The following participated in the
Knox program: Robert Rioux,
Professor of Romance Langua,ges;
John Mairhuber, Professor of
Mathematics; John K. Korsah, Asst.
Professor of Physics.
Oxford Hall had as their guests
President Paul Silverman and Nancy
Silverman; Josh Simon, Instructor of
Education; Debra Draper, Asst.
Professor of Education and Physical
Education; Stephen Marks, Associate
Professor of Sociology; Dave Fielder,
UMO Fire Chief; Alex Grab, Asst.
Professor. of History; - Virginia
,
Whitaker, Astt. Professor - 0f2-
Journalism & Broadcasting and
Gordon Lawrence, Professor of
Education, U. of Florida.
— The R.A.s gave, up their room for
their overnight guests. Activities
included a visit ,a.t the famous Hilltop
Health Club where guests could enjoy
the sauna, hot tub, exercise equipment
and weight room. The guests were also
taken on a tour of the Hilltop Craft
Center and Oxford Hall which
included the Hall Personalization
Program, Study Lounge, Game Room
and Sun Room.
Meals were eaten at Hilltop
Commons and time was scheduled for-
informal discussions on relaxing at the
oof fee house .with, live tatertainment.
Everyone enjoyed Waving the
opportunity to interact more
informally with one another.
Cumberland Hall, Stewart Complex,
sponsored a trivia game. Teams of
faculty and students competed in
answering a variety of questions. The
following faculty participated: Bill
Toole, Professor of Mathematics;
Christopher DeRosa, Asst. Professor
of Botany/Zoology; Russel Fries,
Associate Professor of History; Valerie
Nadress, Professor of ' Speech
Communication, and Hugh DeWitt,
Professor of Zoology &
Oceanography.
Gannett Hall has invited Gary
Thorne, Asst. Professor of Business
Law, to discuss Legal 'Issues on May 4.
These programs not pnly provide
students, . staff and faculty the
opportunity to interact with one
another, but allow students to show off
their "home" and give faculty a fill1t
hand experience of life in at least some
of the residence halls. •
It is. hoped that. programs such as
these will encourage faculty to become
more involved with students outside
the classroom and perhaps help build
meaningful affiliations and greater
understanding among students, faculty
and staff.
Goodbye to live-in faculty
Residential Life would like to say
good bye and thank the following
faculty-in-residence who are leaving us -
this year:
Hemant Pendse, Asst. Professor of
Chemical Engineering, Hancock --
Hall
,Teresa Torkanowsky, Lecturer in
Dance- Lapastoral, Dunn Hall
Paul Harris, Assoc. Professor of
Animal & Veterinary Sciences, and
his wife Joyce, York Hall
Wally Dunham, Acting Dean of the
College of Life Sciences &
Agriculture, and his wife Janet,
Somerset Hall
Clorinda Chunn, Graduate Assistant
(English), Belfast Hall
The Faculty-In-Residence Program
was designed to link the educational
aspects of the residence halls with the
Academic Community at UMO and
BCC. Faculty members reside in the
halls and participate in various
programs, contribute to the general
atmosphere in the hall, often advise
students and help to , - create
opportunities to further the positive
development of residence hall students.
The program has been in existence for
several years and both students and
faculty have enjoyed the experience
and the relationships which have
resulted frtain this unique program.
Applications for faculty-in-residence
are being reviewed and new faculty-in--
residence for the coming year will be
chosen in the near future.
Be considerate
As you are aware, Finals Week is a
time when students are experiencing
much pressure over upcoming exams.
TO-Stress the need for consideration of
others, we would like to emphasize
that:
1. Campus-wide QUIET HOURS
will begin at NOON ON
SATURDAY, MAY 7. Quiet hours
in some complexes may start
earlier.
2. Except for graduating seniors,
students must vacate their rooms
within 24 hours after their last
exam or by 5 p.m., May 14,
whichever occurs first. If students
have a problem with this provision,
they need to contact their R.D.
Please remember that these
provisions are to ensure consideration
for others and to provide the best
possible atmosphere for students to
complete their exams. ag.4-1..uck. '
Composer honored
Helen Bateman, student in music
and a staff member of the Stodder
Dining Staff, had the honor of having
an original music composition of hers
selected and included first on the
Student Composer's Night Concert
sponsored April 19 by the Music
Department. Congratulations Helen.
We are proud of you.
Peer ,Sexuality invites new members
by Wendy Cole
" Fiellowt-therei It's recruiting time!
I'm writing to spread the word. The
Peer Sexuality Program is looking for
new members. The Peer Sexuality
Program is a class which can be taken
for 1-3 credits. What we do in the
program is to put on workshops for the
students at UMO. Workshops we've
offered in the past include:
Rape, Sexually Transmitted Disease,
Birth Control, Self Esteem, Men and
Women Sharing Panel Discussion,
Women in Advertising, Sexual
Values, Relationships and others.
We are always looking for new ideas
for workshops. We do advertising for
the program and we also write a
newspaper column once each week..
The P.S.P. offers you a chance to learn
about sexuality and the opportunity to
work on special projects in areas you
are interested in. The program is
invaluable in terms of learning about
yourself and understanding your own
sexuality. It's been an interegting and
rewarding year forme.
If you want to do something
different and want to take on a new
challenge to give your life a little zing-
Join us at the Peer Sexuality Program.
If you are interested in signing up for
this class or just want more
information about the Peer Sexuality
Program you can contact:
Irene von Hoffmann
Housing Office, Estabrooke, 4581
Hey! you guys out there! Don't be
shy about getting involved in the Peer
Sexuality Program  But, I warn you
that Karl is going to be mad if we get
too many other men in the program.
He likes the ratio the way it is- about
10:1. Sorry Karl!
P.S Join Us!
Calcium: Why you need it
by Anne Johnson
One of the students stopped by the
other day and asked, "Why do we need
calcium and what foods supply it?"
Checking our favorite reference,
Jane Brody 's Nutrition Book, we came
up with some answers. Calcium, the
body's most abundant mineral is
required for building bones and teeth
I 
importantaimaintaining bone „strength. It is
in proper muscle
functioning and maintaining cell
membranes, blood clotting and
absorption of vitamin1312.
How much of this. mineral remains
in your body is influenced by some
other important factors beside just
total amount of calcium eaten.
Vitamin D and vitamin C both help in
absorption. This column continually
stresses the importance of exercise, and
absorption of calcium is yet another
reason to get out there and move!
One of the factors about calcium
absorption that many of us working
with student populations are concerned
about is the relationship of phosphorus
and calcium. Excess phosphorus -can
increase the need for calcium. This
may be a real problem when diet sodas,
•
- •
-
which are rich in phosphorus, become
a mainstay at meals. Not only do the
diet sodas contain an excess of
phosphorus, but they are often used
for a substitute of milk, thereby cutting
the intake of calcium at.the same time
the phosphorus intake is rising.
The National Academy of Sciences
recommended daily dietary allowances
suggest 800 mg/day for adults over 19.
Chek the table and see how you are
doing!
Sardines/bacon 3 ounces 372
Skim milk 1 cup 296
Whole milk 1 cup 288
Yogurt 1 cup -- 272
Swiss cheese 1 ounce 262
Cheddar cheese 1 ounce 213
American cheese 1 ounce 198
Oysters % cup 170
Salmon Canned/Boned 3 ounces 1157
Collard greens Vz cup _ 145
Cottage cheese, creamed 1/2 dup 116
Spinach, cooked - 1/2 cup 106
Ice Cream 1/2 cup 97
Mustard Greens, cooked Vz cup 97
Corn muffin 2, medium 90
Cottag,e cheese, dry curd 1/2 cup . 90
Kale, cooked 1/2 cup 74
Broccoli, cooked 1/2 cup 68
Orange 1 medium 54
Source: Based on data in Agriculture Handbooks
Nos. 8 and 456.
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